
Lease with Personalized Plates and Going to Retail (Non-Lease):

What does a dealer need to do when a customer has personalized plates from a leased vehicle and they 
are now going into a retail vehicle (non-lease)?

There will not be credit for the plates, so you do not list these plates as credit plates in eTitle. You will have 
to submit for a temp tag and that will need to be placed in the vehicle until the deal is processed through 
the system. You can put the personalized plate on the car but you would need to put the temp tag over it 
until the new registration is mailed to the customer. 

- Inside ERT do not list vehicle for credit. You will need to generate a temp tag in the system. 

- If the customer does not wish to keep the personalized plates and there is unused registration that is 
owed back to them, you can fill a “Claim for Refund” form and submit this for them. You can also give 
them back the plates and they can return the plates to the county themselves. 

-If the customer would like to keep the personalized plate, the customer will need to fill out a “Personalized 
Plate Assignment” form allowing the lease company to sign those plates over to the customer. This will 
need to be uploaded with all other paperwork on the ERT system. 

How do you figure the fees for the personalized plates to make sure you are collecting the correct amount?

In ARTS click on Fee Estimator.  You will need to enter the credit vehicle’s plate number in the credit plate 
field. If you are adding registration time it will look something like this on the estimate. “[Plate Type Fee] – 
Renew PP”  

NOTE: If this is a Specialty plate that is not just Personalized then you need to make sure you select the 
correct plate under Plate Type.

ERT Workaround
The county will process this in two transactions when processing this deal. First they will process with county
standard plates. They will go back in the deal and update registration using the specialty plates. 


